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NATURAL CALAMITY …… GLOBAL ISSUE !!WHAT ARE THE STEPS FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE ?
The situation is much more harder for the elderly people living in developing country., and suffer physically and
mentally. We , the future architects want to lessen their suffering and involve ourselves to design their…….
housing and shelters traditionally in a modified way using technology and local materials, which would be
sustainable but low cost and obviously friendly for elderly people. IT’S A GLOBAL CONCERN……NATURAL CALAMITY IS
OCCURING ALL OVER THE WORLD.

So we are thinking about the dwellings of flood affected area of Bangladesh.
CONTEXT FOR THE PROJECT :
BANGLADESH is a revering country. Every year a larger part of rural area is being flooded for certain time .beside this
southern part of our country is being affected by cyclone time to time. population of this area have to struggle with
poverty, where the picture of urban area is totally different. Millions of people lose their homes, their
domestic animals & much more to mention. So our basic focus is actually to explain the following
context, mentioning the problems & finally provide a perfect Solution for this, specially for the
disable & elderly people.
many NGO as well as international organizations like red cross is working here, but there is no architect team for
betterment their housing pattern and other supportive structure for their survival. So we want to focus on the
population of that zone where natural calamity occurs vibrantly, specially the elderly people with the vision-

WHY ARCHITECTURE IS ONLY FOR RICH PEOPLE WHERE LARGER PART OF THE POPULATION IS FIGHTING
WITH LIFE ?
Economic value of this project
1.The flood affected people after losing everything rushes for capital city and hampers urban life as well as
economy . if we help them to settle in their own area and make them solvent they would contribute to our country
economy. Their contribution is necessary for a developing country like Bangladesh.
2 In case of elderly people , there are many who have lost their family , their family left them to village and went to
town in search of work. they don't have social security. we want to involve them in some light jobs which are
suitable for them and helpful for their livelihood and social dignity. elderly people who have family there are very
poor . Job for them will help them to support their family they will find a nice way to pass their leisure .
LOCAL ASPECTS :
1.Traditional housing pattern using local material
2. family bonding is very strong , they don't leave elderly people until they go anywhere in search of work.
3. they lives in a zone where natural calamity like flood is a familiar phenomenon, to survive they help each other
and have a tendency to work in a group .They have strong neighborhood bonding.
4. water is every where but no drinking water
We have seen the situation during natural calamity in Bangladesh , but the scenario is same for the other
neighborhood countries in this region. On the other hand , cyclone and flood effects on the developed countries
also. In this situation we have to think about elderly people as well as the population living in danger zone. We know
prevention is better than cure. ARCHITECTS SHOULD BE A PART OF HUMENITY ARCHIVITY THROUGH THEIR
DESIGN.

